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General Program Description: Botanical Medicine Program 2019 offers a 6-weekend program, June to October, for those who desire an in-depth herbal program. The program takes place one weekend a month (twice in October). This course is very special. It offers students the opportunity to learn about herbs by placing
a class directly in the garden! The program is at Herbal Bear, a Grand Gorge, NY location - a beautiful private 30-a-block property in the northern Catskills - just 2 hours and 45 minutes from NYC. Every weekend we learn about the plants that grow around us, study their healing properties on different body systems,
collect and harvest local medicinal plants that grow on the property, and develop a systematic approach to herbal formulations. By the end of the program you will be able to identify and know how to use more than 100 different herbs. Our classes are informal and relaxed - but we are proud that our instructors are among
the top in their fields and include experienced herbalists, research scientists and authors who have published in their field. Watch a short video from the botanical medicine program: One of our instructors - Bob Beyfuss videos: What is a woman? Our small class size gives you access to our instructors both during and
after lessons. Our instructor's enthusiasm for their themes shows in their drive to share their time and knowledge with students – classroom and one-on-one. No one has boring lectures in the classroom – that's why we designed this program to be an interactive and hands-on experience. Learning about herbal remedies
take on a whole new dimension when you have the opportunity to see, smell, touch and use plants that grow directly in the Northern Catskills. Botanical Medicine 2019 will be 23. Every year I have the privilege of meeting amazing people who come to learn about plants and botanical medicine. The program is a unique
experience that combines professional teaching in an informal environment that provides a relaxing environment in which to learn. Botanical medicine program offers of course material that is often offered in high school level classes. The applicant should at least have a secondary school diploma and be satisfied with
scientific subjects. Ursula Basch Director and Principal Instructor Herbal Bear School of Botanical Medicine Top Reviews Latest Top Reviews Start Your Review Complete Medicinal Herbal: A Practical Guide to the Medicinal Properties of Herbs, With Over 250 Remedies for Common Diseases Oh I was so excited to get
it! I've heard so much about complete medicinal herbal Penelope Odysers that I had to order for myself. This amazing book is a library in itself! Filled with beautiful color photos of all herbal plants and their parts so you can identify plants;together with the use of each part of the plant;how to make a tonic;history of herbal
medicines;production of essential oils;production of tiles, creams and much more! You will find over 250 remedies for comm Oh I was so excited to get it! I've heard so much about complete medicinal herbal Penelope Odysers that I had to order for myself. This amazing book is a library in itself! Filled with beautiful color
photos of all herbal plants and their parts, so that you can easily identify the plants;along with the use of each part of the plant, how to make a tonic, the history of herbal medicines; formation of essential oils; make tiles, creams and much more! You will find over 250 remedies for common ailments, and how to make an
herbal first aid kit! This is really the bible of herbal medicine! Once thought to be a sign of those who practice witchcraft, more and more of those in the professional healing field are turning back to using medicinal herbs again. A skill highly prized in Eastern culture, medicinal herbs continue to grow in popularity since the
1960's here in the U.S. I don't think you'll find anyone more knowledgeable in herbal medicines than Penelope Ody, who has studied in China and England and practices as a professional medical herbalist in England and writes for several publications on the subject. I highly recommend this book for your home or
readiness library. It's a necessity for all of us who want to be ready for every emergency. Learn how to identify the best plants and which plants to grow in your garden to have on hand for your family's specific needs. This is treasure! ... more I've probably read a few dozen herbal now. I found most of them lack
range/depth. This is a second herbal that was good enough to buy (the second was Complete Illustrated Holistic Herbal: A Safe and Practical Guide to Creating and Using Herbal Remedies. This herbal is not perfect, but in combination with other herbs it makes a great resource. I like this book because 1) It contains a lot
of herbs (including some interesting TCM herbs that sometimes get missed)2) Has a section linking it I've probably read a few dozen herbs now. I found most of them lack range/depth. This is a second herbal that was good enough to buy (the second was Complete Illustrated Holistic Herbal: A Safe and Practical Guide
to Creating and Using Herbal Remedies. This herbal is not perfect, but in combination with other herbs it makes a great resource. I like this book because 1) It contains many herbs (including some interesting TCM herbs that sometimes get missed)2) Has a section linking herbs to disease3) Lists of herbal actions
facilitates a quick understanding of the herb... more There are many books out there on herbalism. This one is next and maybe like all others yet with some . This one is great for a coffee table, is big, hardcover and looks nice. Most books about herbalism give you a dictionary list of herbs and what they are good for. The
other half of most books have a dictionary of the symptom of the disease and what herbs can be used to treat them. This book has more. The first part of the book talks about different philosophies aro There are many books out there on herbalism. This one is next and maybe like all others yet with some differences. This
one is great for a coffee table, is big, hardcover and looks nice. Most books about herbalism give you a dictionary list of herbs and what they are good for. The other half of most books have a dictionary of the symptom of the disease and what herbs can be used to treat them. This book has more. The first part of the book
talks about the different philosophies around herbs. The author discusses Chinese medicine, Ayurved medicine, Greek medicine , European medicine go to today. This will teach the student how to prepare teas, oil infusions and tinctures. There is a section on how to grow and harvest herbs as well. When describing
herbs you will get a full page based on this herb. There is a picture of the herb and all the parts that are used. There is also a subsection on the applications page. The various diseases that plague us are shown in the form of a chart. So you get diseases, what herb you should use and how the herb should be prepared.
It's easy to understand. ... more This book has everything you need to know about herbal healing. You can either look up the herb and see what its use is, or you can look into the symptoms and see what herbs can be used to treat them. Unlike other herbal books I've read, it actually teaches you very detailed *how* to
use herbs. Photos are very useful as well. I also enjoyed reading the first segment of the book, where he talks about the history of herbal medicines in different cultures. If you plan on learning/practicing this book has everything you need to know about herbal healing. You can either look up the herb and see what its use
is, or you can look into the symptoms and see what herbs can be used to treat them. Unlike other herbal books I've read, it actually teaches you very detailed *how* to use herbs. Photos are very useful as well. I also enjoyed reading the first segment of the book, where he talks about the history of herbal medicines in
different cultures. If you plan on learning/practicing herbal healing, I strongly recommend this book. ... More Good solid overview covering the history, use and remedies of about 100 different plants. More like a coffee table book than a textbook, but it's the first herb book I've ever received, and it's still the one I mean the
most. Well established for ease of use and concise information. This is one of the best herbal Read. It is a newer versioncomplete medicinal herbal, which was excellent. It seems that this version has more herbs. Some of the herbs in this version are not organized anyway (with breakout events/basic sections). That
being said, this is the version I'm going to buy. This is one of the best herbs I've read. It is a newer versioncomplete medicinal herbal, which was excellent. It seems that this version has more herbs. Some of the herbs in this version are not organized anyway (with breakout events/basic sections). That being said, this is
the version I'm going to buy. ... more Than a very visual person I love the layout of this book. It gives you a really nice overview with the history and different cultural approaches to herbalism at the beginning, while meat is a kind of visual encyclopedia of common garden herbs with common preparations, recipes in the
back! This is a really funny book. Presenation is overwhelming, even if the information isn't as complete as it could be. Still, you get a good short run-down. It's worth it! First, I love DK books in general. (Hello links to the picture!) Heehee... In addition, good information about herbs in their various forms and about the
treatment of more common diseases &amp; problems. First, I love DK books in general. (Hello links to the picture!) Heehee... In addition, good information about herbs in their various forms and about the treatment of more common diseases &amp; problems. ... more love this herbal. Very informative and easy to
understand. I really like the section with instructions for infusions, compresses, tinctures, etc. It will definitely add it to my personal library. I am a certified herbalist and this book is one of the most important in my library. It's a must-have for any herbal healer! In 2018, I was diagnosed with herpes virus and tried everything
that was cured, but all to no avay until I saw a post on a health forum about a herbal planter preparing herbal medicines to treat all kinds of diseases, including herpes virus, I initially doubted if it was real, but decided to give it a try, when I contacted this herbalist via his email and he prepared a HERPES herbal medicine
and sent it through a UPS delivery company service when I received this drug, he gave me step by step on him I was diagnosed with herpes virus in 2018 and I tried everything I can get cured but all without a gloriousness until I saw a post in a health forum about a herbalist man who prepares herbal medicines to treat all
kinds of diseases , including the HERPES virus, at first I doubted if it was real, but decided to give it a try when I contacted this herbalist via his e-mail and he prepared a HERPES herbal medicine and sent it through the ups delivery service, when I received this drug, he gave me a step behind the instructions on how to
apply it, when I used it according to the instructions, I was completely cured of this disease within 14 days of use, I am now from a deadly disease called herpes, all thanks to Dr. USELU you can get rich this great herbal doctor via your email: (dr.uselucaregiver@gmail.com) call or WhatsApp him on your mobile number



(+2347052898482) ... more asked for this book for Christmas and I'm so impressed. I am 18 years old and recently I made my own essential oils and became obsessed and fascinated by the power of herbs. This book went beyond my expectations! Not only is the context interesting, but the aesthetic layout/design is
beautiful itself! It contains many useful methods to use herbs if it is something you are interested in! It's definitely won my vote! I originally got this book to have as a reference book in the house, but when it came up today in the post I started reading the introduction and then I found myself sitting and reading the whole
cover stuff, in one sitting. There's a tone of information that's very accessible and usable. Very informative and well descriptive. Good book to have and add to the collection of medicinal herbal books. This review was hidden because it contains spoilers. Click here to view it. Complete Medicinal Herbal Penelope Odys @
1993, ISBN: 156458187X, HB/DJ eBay $6.00, 2/2012 I really enjoyed browsing this herbal resource book. Pretty well done with image examples of how to process each folder, making it easy to understand and achieve the right results. Every type of processing, whether it's tincture, compress, ointment or other, is fully
addressed. In fact, I pre-ordered a new version of Penelope Ody, due out in May 2017. Complete medicinal herbal: A practical guide to the healing properties of herbs ...). I really enjoyed browsing this herbal resource book. Pretty well done with image examples of how to process each folder, making it easy to understand
and achieve the right results. Every type of processing, whether it's tincture, compress, ointment or other, is fully addressed. In fact, I pre-ordered a new version of Penelope Ody, due out in May 2017. Complete medicinal herbal: A practical guide to the healing properties of herbs ...). ... more Great pictures. I've consulted
a lot. This is my favorite medicinal herbal book. It is well written &amp; easy to use. This is my favorite medicinal herbal book. It is well written &amp; easy to use. ... more not as comprehensive as I had hoped. A very inventive book to add to our collection. It has the most common herbs and a few of those st wall. A great
addition to your home if you are prone to herbal healing. I liked this book, but some of the mentioned herbs are very dangerous if you are pregnant!!! Great information here. Herbs are the oldest medicine. Very good book. I refer to that a lot. Lot.
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